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To:  Mayor and City Council 

From:  Planning Commission  

Date:   July 1, 2019 

Re:  Recommendations for WACP Streets, Bicycle & Pedestrian Frameworks (File No. 2018-07) 

During public hearings on April 15, May 20, June 3 and June 17, 2019, the Planning Commission sought 

feedback from the public regarding the Westside Area Concept Plan Report’s “Streets & Transit Framework” 

and “Pedestrian & Bicycle Framework” prior to deliberation.  

As part of the Commission’s review and deliberation over these Frameworks, a number of policy topics were 

discussed and refined into recommendations for consideration by the City Council.   

The information below summarizes the Commission’s recommendations for on the Streets Framework as 

well as the Bicycle & Pedestrian Framework of the Westside Area Concept Plan. 

STREETS FRAMEWORK RECOMMENDATIONS 

The City’s current Transportation System Plan (TSP) and engineering design standards should be updated to 

reflect the Streets Framework as a refined by the Commission.  The concept plan will be used to update 

street classifications and alignments, cross sections, as well as project funding.  Where applicable the 

proposed street cross sections included in the Framework should be incorporated throughout the City.  

The Planning Commission recognizes that approval of the concepts is the first step in policy and regulatory 

implementation, and its recommendations do not automatically implement new standards.  Future zoning-, 

subdivision-, and engineering code revisions should be considered following approval of the concepts, and 

should reflect the design philosophy and the Concept Plan Report’s recommendations. The  Planning 

Commission recommends the City act on the following measures to implement and update the City’s 

Transportation System Plan and engineering standards: 

• Update the Transportation System project list to include identified projects into a funded status;  

• Update the Motor Vehicle System Plan of the TSP to be consistent with the Streets Framework 

including the addition of intersection design alternatives at Mount Adams Ave. and Cascade Ave.;  

• Update the proposed minor arterial cross-sections (specifically Alignment D of the Mt. Adams 

Extension) to replace the visually separated on street bike lane with a physically separated bike lane 

as depicted in the Federal Highway Administration’s, “Small Town and Rural Multimodal Networks” 

publication (shown below).  However, also consider maintenance requirements for physically 

separated bike lanes.  The section is intended to be accommodating to recreation, novice, or 

younger users, and provides an additional buffer between vehicular and pedestrian travel modes.  
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As shown in the design below, the bicycle path returns the users back to the road at intersection 

locations.  

 

The Planning Commission supports the relocation of the “Mt. Adams extension” to “Alignment D” and 

supports, as a preferred alternative and where feasible, the use of roundabouts rather than traffic 

signals at the intersections of Mt. Adams Ave. and County Club Rd., and Mt. Adams Ave. and May St.  

 

The Westside Area Concept Plan Report includes new cross sections for Minor Arterial, Neighborhood 

Connectors and Local Streets.  The Planning Commission recommends that these new cross sections are 

applied throughout City subject to the following modifications: 

 

• The Commission recommends redesigning the cross section for Neighborhood Connector streets 

to function as a “neighborway” that incorporates an “advisory shoulder” where on-street 

bicycling shares space but is visibly separated from two-way, alternating, vehicle passing 

movements (see concept below).  The cross section should include physically separated 

sidewalks that area minimum of 6 feet in width wherever possible.  The suggested half-street 

cross section includes a 6-foot-wide sidewalk, 7-foot-wide planter strip, 7-foot-wide on-street 

parking, 4-foot-wide bike lane, all used in combination with a single 12-foot-wide vehicle travel 

lane that accommodates two-way traffic.   
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• The Commission recommends changing the term “Bicycle Boulevard” in the TSP to “Neighborway.”  

Neighborways are residential streets designed for low volumes and speeds for auto traffic, where 

bicycle and pedestrians in the street are given priority over vehicles.  According to advocates, 

painted stencils on the street and painted designs at intersections can create visual markers that 

make streets safer for children, pedestrians and bikers.  Neighborway improvements typically are 

implemented through neighborhood initiative after new Local Streets are constructed.  

 

• The Commission recommends a modified cross section for Local Streets that separates sidewalks 

from streets with planter strips and street trees (see cross section below).  The cross section 

includes a minimum 5-foot-wide sidewalk but planning Commission suggests 6-foot-wide sidewalks 

if pavement width can be narrowed from 28-feet- to 26-feet wide (retain 5.5’ planter strips). 
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• The Commission supports incorporating traffic calming measures on 30th Street north of May Street 

to slow and limit cut through-traffic by the use of a narrower cross section and specific design 

features included in the Framework (see examples below), to be determined by the City Engineer as 

needed.   

 

• On 30th St. south of May St. where on-street parking has been allowed to temporarily replace a bike 

lane, the Planning Commission recommends the bike lane is restored to provide a direct connection 

to and from the future Post Canyon/Belmont extension. 
 

• The Commission supports use of a roundabout at Mount Adams Ave. and Cascade Ave. (see concept 

below) as an alternative to a traffic signal for purposes of improving traffic flow, safety, and 

compatibility with mass evacuation scenarios due to its limited reliance on power.  However, 

signalization is supported if a roundabout would delay construction of traffic control improvements. 
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• The Commission supports revisiting the Programmatic Agreement between the Oregon Department 

of Transportation, State Historic Preservation Office, and the City in order to consider the 

roundabout alternative at Mt. Adams Ave. and Cascade Ave., as well as the cross sections that have 

been adopted for Cascade Avenue (Historic Columbia River Highway).  This agreement should 

acknowledge and incorporate a multimodal streetscape and urban design package that is 

sympathetic to the historic nature of the highway and provides a gateway to the city.  

• The Commission recommends highlighting “gateway” features that consider urban design, 

streetscape, land use and the overall building environment in order to promote a strong entry 

corridor to Hood River along West Cascade Ave. 

 

Additional Planning Commission recommendations from April 15th, May 20th, June 3rd and June 17th, 2019: 

• The Commission recommends consideration of an alternative traffic control method to the median 

barrier shown in the Street Framework at the intersection of Wine Country Ave./Mt. Adams Ave. 

• The Commission recommends that the City Engineer should determine the preferred location for a 

Neighborhood Connector street north of Sherman Ave., either aligning it with Max's Loop or locating 

it over existing stormwater lines to the east.  

• The Commission recommends a 60-foot-wide right-of-way for 30th St. north of Sherman Ave. to 

Wine Country Ave., with street designed for limited vehicular traffic coupled with improved bike 

access.  A Neighborhood Connector or Urban Collector classification may be appropriate. 

• The Commission recommends updating the "financially constrained" project list in the TSP to include 

the projects recommended in 2011, as well as to add an improvement to the intersection of May St. 

/ Rand Rd. (mini roundabout or traffic signal) if housing capacity is expanded generally consistent 

with Land Use "Scenario A" per the Westside Area Concept Plan Report’s traffic impact analysis.  

• The Commission recommends that May St. west of Rand Rd. does not include on-street parking on 

both sides of street - either bike lanes only or bike lanes with parking on one side only;  

• The Commission recommends establishing a driveway separation standard for Neighborhood 

Connector streets (same as for Local Streets?). 

• The Commission recommends the Framework Map is amended to depict arrows for Neighborhood 

Connectors into and out of Willow Ponds PUD at Carr Drive and Post Canyon. 

• The Commission recommends traffic calming at the intersection of Rand Rd. and Sherman Ave. 

 

BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN FRAMEWORK RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Bicycle and Pedestrian Framework should be adopted to accompany the Streets Framework as a 

refinement and update to the City’s 2011 Transportation System Plan, and also to compliment the Park and 

Open Space Framework where off-street trail connections overlap and capital facilities will be programmed.  

The Concept Plan will advance the specificity of future street project funding demands, and it will also 

provide a linkage between open space, recreation, and transportation plans.  

Important touch points for the Planning Commission: 

• Code Changes will influence sections of 17.20 of the Zoning Code as well as references within the 

subdivision ordinance.  

• Land Dedication and Fee in Lieu Requirements in the Zoning Code. 
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• Coordination of bike and pedestrian Improvements between TSP and Park and Open Space Framework. 

• Verify if there is overlap/redundancy between sidewalks, bike, path and trail facilities and determine 

where priority should be given for funding. 

Planning Commission comments from April 15th, 2019: 

• Concern regarding “bikeability” of steep roads.  Henderson Creek alignment may be preferable for for 

bikes due to gentler grade in most areas, but the Framework currently anticipates use of 6-foot-wide 

trail by pedestrians only rather than a multi-use path.   

 

Planning Commission deliberation from May 20, 2019 included the following recommendations: 

• The Commission recommends updating the Pedestrian System Plan and the Bicycle System Plan of the 
City’s 2011 Transportation System Plan (TSP) to be consistent with the Westside Area Concept Plan 
Report’s Pedestrian and Bicycle Framework subject to amendments recommended by the Commission, 
including adding off-street trails to the TSP. 

• The Commission recommends adding bike and pedestrian facilities to the "financially constrained" list in 
the TSP and/or Park Master Plan in order to qualify for SDC funding. 
 

Planning Commission deliberation from June 17, 2019 included the following recommendations: 

• The Commission recommends establishing a Henderson Creek Trail in a buffer along the creek between 
the UGB (south end) and Cascade Ave. (north end), including where creek may have been piped. 

• The Commission recommends correcting the alignment of the Henderson Creek Trail on the Pedestrian 
and Bicycle Framework map so that it follows the alignment of the creek.  
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• The Commission recommends adding the Westside Community Trail to Pedestrian and Bicycle 
Framework map immediately north of May St., tying into the Henderson Creek Trail on the school 
district’s property. 

 

 

• The Commission recommends avoiding use of streets/sidewalks for portions of off-road trails (e.g. 
where Henderson Creek Trail crosses Sherman Ave.) but, if necessary and if constructed as a multi-use 
path, add seamless protected bike lanes where paralleling street. 

• The Commission recommends eliminating an off-street pedestrian connection along a Neighborhood 
Connector street on school district’s property south of Sherman Ave. and west of Henderson Creek Trail. 

• The Commission recommends ensuring east/west pedestrian connections on Hazel Ave. and Eugene St. 
between Fox Hollow subdivision and school district’s property. 

• The Commission recommends providing a connection between the Mt. Adams extension (i.e. 
“Alignment D”) and the Henderson Creek Trail along north side of May St.  
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• The Commission recommends establishing a Ridgeline Trail in the alignment depicted on the Bicycle and 
Pedestrian Framework, including adding an off-street connection over the existing Mt. Adams Ave. 
“road cut,” and extending the trail east to Rand Rd. 

 

 

• The Commission recommends changing the location of Westside Community Trail east of Frankton Road 
(portion of Trail 12) to align with Carr Dr. rather than Blackberry Dr. due to nature of existing road 
easements. 
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• The Commission recommends that the Westside Community Trail north of Sherman Ave. (portion of 
Trail 5) aligns with future Neighborhood Connector street (City Engineer to determine if future street 
must align with Max's Loop, or if it should be located over existing stormwater utilities). 

 

 

• The Commission recommends a portion of the Upper Terrace Neighborhood path (Path 10) is not 
constructed adjacent to a future Connector Street between May St. and Post Canyon Dr. (however, 
retain trail segment between Post Canyon Dr. and Belmont Dr.). 
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• The Commission recommends a multi-use path is a priority interim improvement for Post Canyon Dr. 
between Frankton Rd. and 30th St. unless/until UGB is expanded and additional right-of-way is obtained 
for southern half of Post Canyon Dr. (to be constructed as a Minor Arterial, recommended to include a 
physically separated bike path). 

 

 

The Commission also recommends: 

• A Bike Boulevard or Neighborway should be extended west from the intersection of Montello Ave. at 
Rand Rd. (e.g. Montello Ave. > Rene Pl. > Prospect Ave.) to 30th St. 

• Staff should critique the Pedestrian/Bicycle Trail/Path list and provide further recommendations. 

• Pedestrian and Bicycle Framework map is conceptual and City will work with developers to finalize 
locations/alignments of trails and paths. 


